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ABSTRACT 

 

Introduction:  The inability to establish tuberculosis (TB) treatment outcomes for all individuals within 

TB programmes occurs frequently and may result in inaccurate measurement of TB treatment 

outcomes. We assess the impact of antiretroviral therapy on undocumented outcomes following TB 

treatment and associated factors in a cohort of adult HIV-infected TB patients under routine TB 

programme settings in South Africa.   

Methods: Retrospective record review. Descriptive statistics were used to describe the study population 

at the start of TB treatment. Logistic regression and cox proportional hazard regression were used to 

determine factors associated with undocumented outcomes following TB treatment.  

Results:  From 1479  individuals  who started TB treatment between  1st January 2011 and 31st August 

2011 at 18 primary care clinics , 1174  HIV-infected individuals  were included in the analysis [median 

age 36 years (interquartile range (IQR) 32-42 years), 49.7% male, 47.1% smear positive TB and median 

CD4 count 119 cells/µl (IQR 51-250 cells/µl). There were 185 (15.8 %) individuals with undocumented 

outcomes.  The risk of having an undocumented outcome following TB treatment was reduced among 

individuals who initiated ART during TB treatment [aHR 0.53 (95% CI 0.32- 0.88)] but higher among 

individuals who were smear positive TB [aHR 2.73 (95% CI 1.31 – 5.69)] and those whose smear status 

was undocumented [aHR 2.77 (95% CI 1.25 – 6.18).    

Conclusions: Under routine TB programme conditions, starting ART during TB treatment was associated 

with reduced likelihood of having an undocumented outcome following TB treatment. Scaling up ART 

may allow better measurement of TB treatment outcomes and evaluation of TB programme 

performance.   
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INTRODUCTION 

HIV -associated tuberculosis (TB) is an important public health problem in South Africa. In 2012, an 

estimated 65% of the estimated 530 000 incident TB cases reported in the country were HIV positive.1  

In recent years, mortality among individuals with TB  in the country has declined but failure to reduce it  

further will result in the country  being unable to meet global target of halving TB deaths from 1990 

levels  by 2015.(2)  The initiation of antiretroviral therapy (ART) during TB treatment reduces mortality 

and prevents the onset of new AIDS defining opportunistic infections.3-6   A few studies have shown that 

ART may also reduce loss to follow up and improve retention within TB treatment programmes.7-9   

Randomised controlled trials have demonstrated that the optimal time for initiating ART during TB 

treatment is two weeks after initiation of TB treatment for individuals  with CD4 counts <50 cells/µl and 

after the completion of the intensive phase (8 weeks) for all other individuals with TB. ART started after 

the intensive phase of TB treatment reduces morbidity and mortality as a result of   HIV-related 

conditions, immune reconstitution syndrome (IRIS), unmasking TB or adverse events from drug –drug 

interactions.10-13  

 

The transfer and loss to follow up of individuals with TB from health facilities during TB treatment occurs 

frequently within programmes resulting in a population whose outcomes are undocumented and cannot 

be evaluated by the site which initiated TB treatment. In 2011, national TB programmes from sub-

Saharan Africa reported proportions of individuals with TB whose outcomes could not be evaluated 

ranging from 0- 26%. 1, 14 Studies which traced  individuals who transferred  out or were  lost to follow 

up have shown that  such individuals are  more likely to interrupt  TB treatment, fail TB treatment or die 

during or soon after TB treatment compared to individuals  with documented outcomes.14-16  In settings 

of high HIV prevalence, individuals may  transfer out  or be lost to follow up for reasons associated   with 

worsening health. 17, 18 In such instances, the use of ART within TB programmes may decrease the 

proportion of HIV-infected individuals with undocumented TB treatment outcomes. A few studies have 

suggested that ART reduces TB treatment interruption  and loss to follow up among HIV-infected  TB 

patients and that the improvements in retention may account for much of the observed  improvements  

in TB treatment outcomes associated with ART use  within TB programmes. 8, 9 We assess the effect of 

ART use on undocumented outcomes following TB treatment and associated factors among HIV-infected 

individuals with TB under routine TB programme settings and make recommendations for ART scale up 

in high TB and HIV burden settings.  
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METHODS  

Study design  

The study was retrospective cohort study through record review of routine TB programme data.  

 

Setting  

Data were abstracted from TB records at 18 primary care clinics located in a sub-district of Gauteng 

Province, South Africa. In August 2011, these 18 clinics were selected to participate in a cluster 

randomised trial of TB/HIV integration. The purpose of the abstraction and analysis was to understand 

the profile of TB patients prior to implementation of the trial intervention.  During the trial preparation 

phase, all the 18 clinics provided TB diagnostic and treatment services as well as HIV care and treatment 

services on site, through vertically managed programmes. The national TB treatment guidelines at the 

time recommended two months intensive phase of treatment with rifampicin, isoniazid, ethambutol and 

pyrazinamide followed by four months continuation phase with rifampicin and isoniazid for new TB 

cases. For individuals with retreatment TB cases, the guidelines recommended a three month intensive 

phase which included streptomycin injections and a five month continuation phase.  The HIV guidelines 

at the time recommended HIV testing and cotrimoxazole preventive therapy (CPT) for all HIV-infected 

individuals with TB  and ART for those  with CD4 counts between 49 and 349 cells/µl started after the 

intensive phase of TB treatment and after two weeks of TB treatment for patients with CD4 counts ≤ 50 

cells/µl].(18) The guidelines also recommended Efavirenz with a nucleoside reverse transcriptase 

inhibitor back-bone as the first line antiretroviral drug regimen for TB patients.  

 

Study design and procedures  

 Between November 2012 and March 2013, data on adults who registered for TB treatment during the 

period 1st January 2011- 31st August 2011 were collected from clinic records. Three trained research 

assistants visited the clinics and abstracted data from TB treatment records which serve as the source 

document for the completion of the TB treatment register. The research assistants also abstracted data 

from HIV treatment records -HIV clinic files and ART registers- where applicable. From the records, data 

on i) demographic characteristics,  ii) details of TB diagnosis (episode type, site of disease, sputum smear 

status), iii) treatment (date of starting TB treatment, type of regimen started, change of phase smears), 

iv) TB treatment outcomes (such as type of outcome, dates of completion of TB treatment, date of most 

recent visit to TB clinic,  date of deaths)  and  v) details of HIV care and treatment received  (dates of HIV 
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test, CD4 count testing, CPT start and ART start ) were abstracted. Data was abstracted onto study- 

specific case report forms according to South African Good Clinical Practice guidelines.  

 

Data entry and analysis  

Completed forms were couriered to a central data management centre where they were entered into a 

study specific SQL-based database. Data were exported into STATA® 12 (Stata Corporation, College, 

Texas) for analysis.  A description of the study population at the start of TB treatment was done in terms 

of medians and interquartile ranges for continuous data and proportions for categorical data, comparing 

two groups:  Group 1 –individuals on ART at the start of TB treatment, Group 2 – individuals not ART at 

start of TB treatment.  Individuals who were HIV negative and those with unknown HIV status were 

excluded from the analysis. The outcome of the analysis was having an undocumented TB treatment 

outcome following TB treatment. Duration of TB treatment was determined as the time from the date of 

starting TB treatment to the date of completing of TB treatment or date of the latest visit to the TB 

service where the TB treatment completion date was not available.   

 

 Two separate analyses were done. In the first analysis, logistic regression was used to determine 

demographic, TB treatment or HIV care and treatment factors present at the start of TB treatment 

which were associated with having an undocumented outcome. Variables with likelihood ratio test p-

values which were less than 0.2 in univariable analyses were included in the multivariable model 

including  the ART status at enrolment (as defined by the groups) a priori. In the second analysis 

including only participants who were not on ART at start of TB treatment but were eligible to initiate 

ART based on  CD4 count, Cox proportional hazards regression was used to determine impact of 

initiating ART on undocumented outcomes adjusting for other factors at enrolment. In this analysis 

being on ART was considered a time updated variable, allowing individuals who initiated ART in follow 

up to contribute person -time to both the ART and non-ART groups.  

 

Ethics statement  

The study was approved by the human research ethics committee of University of the Witwatersrand 

approval to conduct record review obtained from the district health authorities. Individual informed 

consent was not obtained from patients. The study case report forms did not have   any potentially 

identifying data such as names, national identity numbers and each record was assigned a unique 

identification number at abstraction.   
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FINDINGS  

 

Description of study population  

From records of 1479 individuals abstracted, records of 1174 (79.4 %) HIV- infected individual 

participants were included in the analysis (see Fig 1).  Of the 305 (20.6%) records excluded, 22 were 

duplicate records while 283 were records of HIV negative individuals or individuals whose HIV status was 

unknown. Of the 1174  participants included in the analysis (219  in Group 1and  955  Group 2) : 584 

(49.7%) were male, the median age was 36 years [interquartile range (IQR) 31- 42)], 132 (11.2%) had 

retreatment TB, 230 (19%)  were on treatment for extra-pulmonary TB and the median recent CD4 

count (done within 90 days of starting TB treatment) was 119 cells/µl (IQR 51-250) with  172 (14.7%) 

having a CD4 count <50cells/µl.  Patients on ART had been on ART for a median 3.3 months (IQR 1 – 12.4 

months).    

 

 

Figure 1: Study summary  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

1479 registered for TB treatment 

between 1
st

 January 2011 and 1st 

September 2011   

1174 (79.4%) 
HIV+ TB patients  

305 (20.6%) 
22– Duplicate abstractions   
283 – HIV negative TB patients/ patients with 
unknown HIV status   

    
 
 

Group 1 
On ART at start of TB treatment 

(n= 219) 

 
 

Group 2 
Not on ART at start of TB 

treatment  
(n=955) 
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Table 1: Characteristics of study population  

 
Variable  All  

(N=1174) 
Group 1-On ART at TB 
treatment start (n=219) 

Group 2- Not on ART at   TB 
treatment start (n=955) 

Age at TB diagnosis (years)  
(median, IQR) 

36 (31-42) 36 (32- 42) 36 (30- 42) 

Males
$
  

(n, %)  
584 (49.7) 97 (44.3) 487 (51) 

Retreatment TB  
(n, %) 

132 (11.2) 40 (18.3) 92 (9.6) 

Extra-pulmonary TB  
(n, %) 

230 (19.6) 41(18.7) 189 (19.8) 

Smear positive TB
#
  

(n, %) 
553 (47.1) 89 (40.6) 464 (48.6) 

Most recent CD4 count at start of TB 
treatment cells/µl

¥
, (median, IQR) 

119 (51- 250) 110 (51- 190) 124 (51- 252) 

CD4 count category (n, %) 
>= 350 
<350 
No CD4 count documented 

 
85     (7.2) 
628  (53.5) 
461  (39.3) 

 
75    (7.9) 
509  (53.3) 
371  (38.9) 

 
10    (4.6) 
119 (54.3) 
90   (41.1) 

CPT started  
(n, %) 

636  (54.2) 121  (55.3) 515 (53.9) 

Duration on ART at TB treatment start in 
months 
(median, IQR) 

-  3.3 (1 – 12.4)  

Duration on TB treatment (months) 
(median, IQR) 

6.5 (5.4 – 8.3) 7.2 (6.1 – 8.6) 6.4 (5- 8.2)  

TB treatment outcomes 
Cured /completed treatment  
Died  
Defaulted  
Treatment failure 
Transfer out  
Loss to follow up  

 
823   (70.3) 
85     (7.2) 
76     (6.5) 
5       (0.5) 
108   (9.2) 
77     (6.6) 

 
167  (76.3) 
16    (7.3) 
9      (4.1) 
1      (0.5) 
11    (5.0) 
15    (6.9) 

 
656 (68.7) 
69   (7.2) 
67   (7.0) 
4     (0.4) 
97   (10.2) 
62   (6.5) 

$- available for 1167 participants [216 in Group 1, and 951 in Group 2] , # -available for 937 patients [178 in Group 1  and 671  in Group 2] ,¥- 
available for 713 patients ( 129  in Group 1, 584 in Group 2 

 

Duration on TB treatment and TB treatment outcomes  

Participants were on TB treatment for a median 6.5 months (IQR 5.4 – 8.3 months) (see Table 1). TB 

treatment outcomes were documented for 989 (84.2%) of the participants and undocumented for 185 

patients (15.8%).  Among the 185 participants whose treatment outcomes were undocumented, 110 

were documented to have transferred to other facilities while the remaining 75 were lost to follow up.  

Participants who transferred out or lost to follow up were more likely to be female (57.3% vs 48.9% 

p=0.037), younger [34 years (IQR 29- 40 years) p<0.001], to have smear positive TB (50.3% vs 46.5% 

p=0.025) but less likely to have extra-pulmonary TB (16.2 % vs 22.2% p=0.004) and to be on ART at start 

of TB treatment [14.1% vs 19.5%, p=0.009].   
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Table 2: Factors associated with undocumented TB treatment outcomes (N=1174, 185 undocumented outcomes) 

 
Variable  Category  number,  

proportion with 

undocumented 

outcomes 

Univariable  

 

Multivariable model  

OR   (95% CI) p-value*  aOR (95% CI) p-value * 

Age  ≤35 years  

> 35 years  

100/573   (17.6) 

85/601     (14.1) 

1 

0.78 (0.57 – 1.08)  

 

0.120 

1 

0.82  (0.60- 1.15) 

 

0.235 

Gender  Female 

Male  

106/590   (17.8) 

79/584     (13.5) 

1 

0.71 (0.52- 0.98) 

 

0.043 

1 

0.70  (0.50– 0.97) 

 

0.03 

Retreatment TB No  

Yes 

160/1042 (15.4) 

25/132     (18.9) 

1 

1.29 (0.81 – 2.05) 

 

0.298 

  

Smear positive  

disease  

No 

Yes 

No record  

48/399    (12.0) 

93/553    (18.8) 

44/222    (19.8) 

1 

1.48 (1.02 – 2.15) 

1.81 (1.16 – 2.83) 

 

0.023 

1 

1.70  (1.02– 2.82) 

2.04  (1.16– 3.57) 

 

0.034 

Extra-pulmonary 

TB disease  

No  

Yes  

No record  

144/914  (15.6) 

30/230    (13) 

11/30      (36.7) 

1 

0.80 (0.53 – 1.22) 

3.10 (1.44 – 6.64) 

 

0.011 

1 

1.25  (0.70- 2.25) 

3.39  (1.53- 7.51) 

 

0.016 

CD4 count 

category  

>= 350 

<350 

No CD4 count 

documented 

13/85     (15.3) 

93/628   (14.8) 

79/461   (17.1) 

1 

0.96 (0.51 – 1.81) 

1.15 (0.60 – 2.17) 

 

0.579 

  

On CTX at 

enrolment  

No 

Yes 

155/956  (16.2) 

30/218   (13.8) 

1 

0.82 (0.54 – 1.26) 

 

0.363 

  

ART status at  

start of TB 

treatment  

Group 2  

Group 1  

159/955  (16.7) 

26/219    (11.9) 

 

1 

0.67 (0.43 – 1.05) 

 

0.072 

1 

0.69  (0.44- 1.08) 

 

0.095 

*Likelihood ratio test p-value  
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Factors associated with undocumented outcomes following TB treatment  

Table 2 presents the univariable and multivariable analyses of factors present at start of TB treatment 

which could be associated with having an undocumented outcome following TB treatment. In the 

univariable analyses, the odds of having an undocumented outcome following TB treatment were 

reduced among patients on ART at start of TB treatment and among males, but higher among those with 

smear positive disease or those whose smear status was not documented.  In a multivariable model 

adjusting for effects of age, gender, site of disease, smear status and timing of ART: Being male was 

associated with reduced odds of having an undocumented outcome [aOR 0.70 (95% CI 0.50- 0.97), 

p=0.03] while there was a trend towards reduced odds of having an undocumented outcome among 

those who were on ART at start of TB treatment [aOR 0.69 (95% CI 0.44- 1.08), 0.095].  The odds of 

having an undocumented outcome were increased among those with smear positive disease [aHR 1.68 

(95% CI 1.01 – 2.79)] and those with an undocumented sputum smear status [aHR 2.04 (95% 1.16 – 

3.58)]. 

 

In the  analysis including participants who were not on ART but were eligible for ART initiation at the 

start of TB treatment (see Table 3), initiating ART during TB treatment associated with reduced odds of 

having an undocumented outcome following TB treatment compared to not initiating ART  was 

independently [aHR 0.53 (95% CI 0.32- 0.88), p=0.01]. Having smear positive disease or not having a 

documented smear status at start of TB treatment compared to being smear negative remained 

independently associated with increased odds of having an undocumented outcome following TB 

treatment. All variables in the model met the proportional hazards assumption.  When transfers and loss 

to follow up were analysed separately, initiating ART during TB treatment had a greater effect on 

reducing transfers that loss to follow up (see table 4).  
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Table 3: Factors associated with undocumented outcomes among ART eligible participants (N=586, 92 undocumented outcomes in 3830 person-

months of TB treatment) 

 
Variable  Category  undocumented 

outcomes, 

person-months 

of TB treatment 

Rate of 

undocumented 

outcomes  

(per 100 person 

months of TB 

treatment ) 

Univariable  

 

Multivariable model  

HR   (95% CI) 

 

p-value* aHR  (95% CI) p- 

value*  

Age  ≤35 years  

> 35 years  

49 , 1899 

43,  1931 

2.6 (1.9- 3.4) 

2.2 (1.7- 3.0)  

1 

0.82 (0.54 – 1.24)  

 

0.344 

  

Gender  Female 

Male  

54,  1973 

38,  1857 

2.7 (2.1 – 3.6) 

2.0 (1.5 - 2.8)  

1 

0.77  (0.51- 1.16) 

 

0.210 

  

Retreatment 

TB 

No  

Yes 

84,  3501 

8,    329 

2.4 (1.9- 3.0) 

2.4 (1.2- 4.9) 

1 

0.90 (0.43 – 1.86) 

 

0.769 

  

Smear 

positive  

disease  

No 

Yes 

No record  

22,  1424 

51,  1804 

19,  601 

1.5 (1.0- 2.3) 

2.8 (2.1- 3.7) 

3.2 (2.0- 5.0) 

1 

2.13  (1.28 – 3.52) 

2.29  (1.23 – 4.24) 

 

0.004 

1 

2.73  (1.31– 5.69) 

2.77  (1.25– 6.18) 

 

0.009 

Extra-

pulmonary TB 

disease  

No  

Yes  

No record  

73,  2931 

15,  819 

4,    80 

2.5 (2.0 – 3.1) 

1.8 (1.1 – 3.0) 

5.0 (1.9 – 13.4)  

1 

0.64  (0.36 – 1.11) 

1.93  (0.69 – 5.35) 

 

 

0.11 

1 

1.25  (0.70- 2.25) 

3.39 (1.53- 7.51) 

 

0.333 

On CTX at 

enrolment  

No 

Yes 

79,  3185 

13,  644 

2.5 (2.0 – 3.1) 

2.0 (1.2 – 3.5)  

1 

0.83  (0.46 – 1.49) 

 

0.522 

  

On  ART in 

follow up 

No   

Yes   

72,   2689 

20,  1141 

2.7 (2.1- 3.4) 

1.8 (1.1- 2.7)  

1 

0.54 (0.32 – 0.89) 

 

0.011 

1 

0.53 (0.32- 0.88) 

 

0.01 

*Likelihood ratio test p-value  
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Table 4: Factors associated with loss to follow up and transfers among ART eligible participants in 
multivariable analyses (N=586 contributing 3830 person-months of TB treatment) 
 
Variable  Category  multivariable analysis with transfers 

as outcome  

 (55 outcomes) 

multivariable analysis with loss to 

follow up as  outcome  

(37 outcomes ) 

HR (95% CI ) p-value* HR (95% CI ) p-value* 

Age  ≤35 years  

> 35 years  

1 

0.73 (0.35- 1.28) 

 

0.268 

1 

1.42 (0.71- 2.82) 

 

0.320 

Gender  Female 

Male  

1 

0.61 (0.35- 1.08) 

 

0.084 

1 

0.88 (0.45- 1.73) 

 

0.707 

Smear positive  disease  No 

Yes 

No record  

1 

2.74 (0.97- 7.78) 

3.09 (0.98- 9.73) 

 

0.008 

1 

2.87 (0.95- 8.69) 

2.75  (0.84- 8.96) 

 

0.107 

Extra-pulmonary TB 

disease  

No  

Yes  

No record  

1 

1.73 (0.56- 5.37) 

0.72 (0.10- 5.35) 

 

0.580 

1 

1.00  (0.27- 3.73) 

4.50  (1.21- 16.75) 

 

0.143 

On ART in follow up No   

Yes   

1 

0.09 (0.02- 0.37) 

 

<0.001 

1 

0.54 (0.25- 1.18) 

 

0.107 
*Likelihood ratio test p-value 

 

 

DISCUSSION  

In this cohort of HIV-infected individuals with TB, there was a high rate of undocumented outcomes 

(15.8%) following TB treatment. The risk of having an undocumented outcome was reduced among 

participants who initiated ART during TB treatment, but higher among those with smear positive disease 

and those with undocumented smear status in the TB record.   

 

Our retrospective analysis of routine TB programme data showed that ART use before or during TB 

treatment is associated with less transfers and loss to follow up from a treatment facility or clinic. There 

is limited data on the impact of ART on retention in TB programmes. In a study from Zambia, primary 

care clinics providing ART experienced fewer transfers compared to non-ART sites, although the finding 

may have been confounded by movement of ART- eligible patients to ART sites for treatment.8 Another 

study from Ghana, reported a statistically significant decrease from 15.3% to 9.0% in the proportion of 

TB patients transferred out after integration of TB and HIV services including the provision of ART.9  In 

our study clinics, both TB and ART services were provided on site and it was unlikely that patients not on 

ART at the start of TB treatment would transfer to other facilities in order to access ART.  The receipt of 

ART at the same facility where TB treatment is received may encourage patients to stay at the same 

facility or alternatively the failure to initiate ART may lead to further ill health requiring that patients 

move to other areas where they can be taken care of by family and friends.17, 18 These findings 
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emphasise the need to initiate ART early during TB treatment and to ensure that ART is continued 

during TB treatment among patients who develop TB while on ART.  

 

Our study analysed data from a large number of HIV-infected individuals with TB from 18 clinics in an 

urban sub-district of South Africa. The findings from the study are likely representative of HIV-infected 

individuals started on TB treatment within similar settings in South Africa.  The study had some 

important limitations, the main one being that study was based on record review of routine TB and ART 

programme documents. The number of variables analysed were limited by the data elements which are 

routinely collected in TB programme records while completeness of data abstracted was limited by the 

accuracy and completeness records available. For example some records were missing data elements 

such as sputum smear results, TB treatment start dates, CD4 count values, ART start dates and TB 

treatment outcomes. Incomplete TB and HIV records have been documented in health facilities 

elsewhere in the country.   Because it is difficult to know when individuals are lost to follow up, we used 

the date of last clinic visit as a proxy for the date of lost to follow up. This may have reduced the number 

of person – months on TB treatment contributed by those lost to follow up and overestimated the 

incidence of lost to follow up and exaggerated the effect initiating ART has on reducing loss to follow up. 

Another limitation was that we did not document the reasons why individuals were transferring out and 

where they were transferred to. Lastly these data were analysed at individual level without taking into 

consideration clinic level factors which may affect quality of care provided, TB treatment outcomes 

observed and the likelihood of transferring or being lost to follow up during TB treatment.   

 

In conclusion, our study demonstrated that initiating ART during TB treatment is associated with fewer 

undocumented outcomes following TB treatment. The better retention may improve overall 

performance of TB treatment programmes and allow better evaluation of TB treatment outcomes.   
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